Northpoint is now offering drive-up COVID-19 testing by appointment!

We are testing people with symptoms & people without symptoms that may have been exposed including, but not limited to protesters and essential workers

| • Fever   | • Shortness of Breath | • Sore Throat                        |
| • Chills  | • Muscle Aches        | • Diarrhea                           |
| • Cough   | • Headache            | • Loss of Taste or Smell             |

Symptoms may appear 2-14 days after exposure. Many people are asymptomatic (have no symptoms) and are still able to spread the virus.

You must have an appointment to be tested
Drive-up appointments must be in a vehicle. Everyone in the vehicle who would like to be tested must have an appointment.

Why should I get tested?
It allows you to take additional steps to slow the spread, protect others and allows all of us to know the impact on our community.

Call 612-543-2500 to schedule your appointment today.